
INT. GENERAL’S OFFICE, MOSCOW- DAY

The Russian General looks out the window of his office.  He 
grips a shot glass tightly and bites down hard on his cigar 
in fury with what he sees: the American Embassy.

He picks up a receiver and makes a brief phone call.  Moments 
later, a missile makes direct impact with the Embassy.  
Screams and crashing rubble can be heard. 

EXT. AMERICAN MILITARY BASE, USA- DAY

Many American soldiers are seen lined up ready for 
inspection.  Large helicopters can bee seen in the background 
ready to be loaded with vehicles, soldiers, and supplies.

The four soldiers in charge of the four different teams are 
IAN ‘BLAZE’ JOHNSON (27), MICHAEL ‘NINJA’ KIM (26), JULIA 
OTOÑO (27), AND JOHN WINSTON (28).  They are experts in 
explosives, CQC, Sniping, and FADR (First-Aid Under Duress) 
respectively.

Captain Winston is doing final inspections and stops at the 
end of the line to pay special attention to one soldier in 
particular.  His patches show that they have the same last 
name.  It’s his brother, Matthew.

JOHN WINSTON
Don’t you do anything that’s going 
to make me work extra hard out 
there.   

MATTHEW WINSTON
Are you shitting me?  Where’s the 
fun in that?  You gotta at least 
take a gallbladder for good 
measure, right?  Go on, have at it.

They exchange smiles.

JOHN WINSTON
Lock and load!

The soldiers run loudly and excitedly into the helicopters.  
Captain Otoño sits next to Captain Kim.

MICHAEL KIM
So when are going to grow a pair 
and engage the enemy from within 
fart distance, rifle boy?



JULIA OTOÑO
Probably when you learn to 
pronounce my name properly and can 
tell the difference between an AK 
and a water pistol.

Captain Johnson is quiet as everyone boards.

INT. HELICOPTER- NIGHT

The helicopters are about ten miles from their destination.  
In the cockpit, a radar begins to BEEP loudly and fast.  The 
PILOT and CO-PILOT try to make evasive maneuvers.

PILOT
We got a hot one headed our way 
fast!

CO-PILOT
Radars detect three more headed for 
the other birds.  

PILOT
Be advised!  May day!  May day!  
Brace for impact!  

Missiles make impact with each aircraft and all pilots lose 
control.  Alarms and lights BLARE and BLINK wildly as the 
hatch in the back of each aircraft opens suddenly.  Many 
soldiers lose their balance and grip and are SUCKED out of 
the helicopters as they spin violently towards the ground.  

EXT. FIVE THOUSAND YARDS AWAY FROM THE AMERICAN EMBASSY IN 
MOSCOW- DAY  

All helicopters are damaged beyond repair.  Only a handful of 
soldiers survive the crash with minimal injury.  Four of 
which are each of the captains.  Captain Winston passes and 
ignores all the soldiers that approach him with injuries.

He finds his brother pinned under the tail wing of one of the 
helicopters.  Captain Winston is mortified and tries to 
single-handedly lift the tail wing that has his brother 
pinned.  Obviously he cannot.   

MATTHEW WINSTON
Don’t bother.  I’m dead either way.

JOHN WINSTON
Shut the fuck up!  Help!!!  Help!!!  
Get this fucking thing off of him!
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Five other soldiers finally come to Captain Winston’s aid and 
manage to lift the tail wing from the pinned soldier.  John 
drags him out from underneath and is mortified from what he 
sees.  Matthew looks at his injury.

MATTHEW WINSTON
I told you.

JOHN WINSTON
Shut up!!!  

Matthew takes John’s hand and squeezes it hard.  

MATTHEW WINSTON
Take my gallbladder.  Have at it.

Matthew smiles at John.  John has tears streaming down his 
face.

JOHN WINSTON
When this is over, I’m going to 
take you home.  

MATTHEW WINSTON
You better.  Who else is going to 
kick your ass at video games?

Matthew’s eyes go still.  John closes Matthew’s eyes.  

JOHN WINSTON
Medical aids, tend to the injured.  
The rest of you, if you can walk 
under your own power, FALL IN!

All the non-commanding officers fall in line.  Captain 
Johnson now addresses the squads. 

IAN JOHNSON
Our target is approximately five 
thousand yards away.  For all they 
know, we all died in the crash.  
Let them go on thinking that for a 
while longer.  For Matt, for our 
fallen brothers, and for everyone 
back home, let’s go become heroes.  

The soldiers cheer and holler loudly as they start heading 
towards their target.

EXT. ROOF OF AMERICAN EMBASSY IN MOSCOW- DAY

A sole RUSSIAN SOLDIER is on the roof with high-powered 
binoculars.  He reports to his commanding officer inside.
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RUSSIAN SOLDIER
All clear, Commander.

The soldier looks again through the binoculars straight ahead 
and sees a line of soldiers entering his line of site.  He 
sees one soldier pointing a large rifle at him.

RUSSIAN SOLDIER (CONT’D)
Shit.

The Russian soldier sees a flash and a bullet goes through 
his eye.

EXT. ONE THOUSAND YARDS FROM AMERICAN EMBASSY- DAY

Captain Otoño puts his rifle at his side and continues 
walking.  Captain Kim is holding binoculars and looking to 
confirm the shot.

JULIA OTOÑO
You have to admit, that was nice.

MICHAEL KIM
If you want to impress me, get 
close enough to shove the muzzle up 
someone’s ass.

EXT. OUTSIDE AMERICAN EMBASSY- DAY

Captain Kim sees a majority of the hostages tied up in the 
main hall just passed the entrance of the first floor of the 
embassy.

Captain Johnson and a few other soldiers place charges around 
the front door and windows of the embassy undetected.  

IAN JOHNSON
Fire in the hole!

Soon after, several explosives EXPLODE and make pass through 
the doors and windows.  The soldiers are engaged in a fire 
fight with the enemy.  Captain Kim disarms an armed Russian 
soldier with impressive speed and precision.  He looks over 
at Captain Otoño with a smile.   

MICHAEL KIM
Now THAT’S impressive.

Doors above the spiral staircase on the second floor swing 
open and many more Russian soldiers circle the staircase with 
guns pointed at the American soldiers.
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The four commanding soldiers smile up at them.  

IAN JOHNSON
Let’s have some fun.
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